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We examine the likelihood and geochemical consequences of the existence of nuclear georeactors in the core–mantle boundary region (CMB) between the Earth’s silicate mantle and metallic core. Current geochemical models for the Earth’s interior predict that U and Th in the CMB are concentrated exclusively in the mineral calcium silicate perovskite (CaPv), leading to predictable concentration levels of approximately 12 ppm U + Th. 4.5 Ga ago assuming that CaPv is distributed evenly throughout the CMB. Assumption of a similar behaviour for primordial $^{244}$Pu provides a substantial flux of neutrons from spontaneous fission. We show that an additional concentration factor of only an order of magnitude is required both to initiate and maintain self-sustaining nuclear georeactors based on fast fission. Continuously operating georeactors with a power of 5 TW (1 TW = 10^{12} W) can account for the observed isotopic compositions of helium and xenon in the Earth’s mantle. Our hypothesis requires the presence of elevated concentrations of U and Th in the CMB, and is amenable to testing by direction-sensitive geoneutrino tomography.

Introduction

Accurate knowledge of the concentrations and distribution of the main heat-producing elements uranium, thorium and potassium in the interior of the Earth is required to account for our planet’s thermal evolution and dynamics. Classically, these elements are considered to be concentrated predominantly in the Earth’s crust, with significantly lower concentrations in the underlying mantle and core. Recent measurements of small but significant excesses of $^{142}$Nd (formed by $\alpha$-decay of $^{146}$Sm, $t_{1/2} = 103$ Myr) in terrestrial rocks, compared with undifferentiated meteorites, have dramatically altered this notion. These $^{142}$Nd excesses indicate that all terrestrial samples have formed from a reservoir with an initial Sm/Nd ratio that is higher than found in the meteorites that are likely to have formed the building blocks of Earth. This in turn requires the presence of an ancient (>4.52 Ga) isolated geochemical reservoir in the Earth’s interior that has a complementary lower initial Sm/Nd ratio. Mass-balance calculations show that this early-enriched hidden reservoir must also be enriched in other lithophile elements, including K, U and Th. The current view is that up to 40% of the mantle’s budget of U and Th (equivalent to 20% of the total terrestrial inventory) is located in this isolated reservoir.

Seismic observations show that the Earth’s mantle convects, and numerical models demonstrate that this convection severely limits the possibility of material remaining completely isolated in the bulk mantle for 4.5 billion years (Ga). As a result, the only likely locus of an isolated geochemical reservoir is in the lowermost part of the mantle, the core–mantle boundary (CMB) region directly on top of Earth’s metallic liquid outer core. Material that resides at this lower boundary layer for mantle convection has limited interaction with the convection cells. According to Tolstikhin et al., only 6% of the initial isolated reservoir mixes back into the remainder of the mantle after formation.

These significant findings have prompted our re-examination of the probability and consequences of the presence of active natural nuclear reactors (so-called georeactors) in the CMB region. Georeactors in the Earth’s metallic core, as significant heat-producing entities in its interior, have been proposed at various times in the last fifty years. Various authors have estimated their present-day power to be between 4 and 30 TW, which is significant, compared to the observed present-day heat flux at Earth’s surface (31–44 TW). Uncertainties in the size of the Earth’s various internal heat sources can allow for additional heat sources of 0–15 TW, such as from georeactors. Analysis of the recent KamLAND data on antineutrino fluxes has also set an upper limit of 18 TW arising from georeactors.

Previous studies that have postulated active georeactors invoke a gravitationally-induced concentration of actinides to supercritical values in the metallic core of the Earth, either in the centre or on top of the progressively crystallizing solid inner core. To date, these studies have been largely rejected by Earth-science researchers, mostly for geochemical reasons. Although laboratory experiments show that it is possible to incorporate uranium in iron-rich metallic melts under highly reducing conditions at high pressures and temperatures, these conditions also lead to incorporation of significant amounts of trace and even major elements (among them Mg, Ca, and the lanthanides) in the metallic phase. This is inconsistent with most geochemical models for the composition of the Earth’s mantle, as they show that Mg, Ca, and the lanthanides cannot be present in the core at concentration levels that would accompany significant U incorporation, if undifferentiated meteorites formed the basic building blocks of our planet.

We first combine experimental results in this paper, quantifying the distribution of U and Th between the main silicate minerals present in Earth’s lower mantle, with geochemical estimates for the U and Th content of the CMB region. We also assess the CMB concentration of Pu, because of the potentially important role of its isotope $^{244}$Pu ($t_{1/2} = 80$ Myr) in fission processes in the early Earth. Secondly, we calculate the concentrations of U, Th, and Pu that are required for a georeactor to operate spontaneously and we assess the feasibility of U/Th/Pu concentrations in the CMB reaching these levels.

After concluding that both starting and sustaining georeactors appear to be feasible, we analyse some critical geochemical consequences of the presence of georeactors in the CMB. We show that the observed isotopic compositions of Earth’s noble gas inventory for helium, krypton and xenon can be explained through a time-integrated georeactor energy production of $7 \times 10^{23}$ J, equivalent to continuous activity of a single reactor for a period of 4.5 Ga with a power of 5 TW. We also conclude that the fission products of georeactors can be traced from the He and Xe isotopic composition of the Earth’s subsurface. Geoneutrino...
tomography provides the best and, at present, the only way to test the georeactor hypothesis, and may find an answer to the question whether nuclear reactors presently exist in the interior of the Earth.

Constraints on U, Th, and Pu distribution in the CMB

Addressed in our introduction, current models of the evolution of the early Earth, based on geochemical analyses of terrestrial material and meteorites, require the presence of a ‘hidden’, deep-Earth geochemical reservoir that has remained isolated from convective processes in Earth’s mantle for >4.52 Ga.3 Tolstikhin et al.5 state that this reservoir, necessarily located in the CMB, contains up to 20% of the total terrestrial inventory of radiogenic heat-producing elements K, U and Th. We assume that Pu behaves similarly, and that the Pu concentration in the BSE equaled 0.19 ppb at 50 Myr after the creation of the solar system.21 Table 1 presents the masses of 232Th, 235U, 238U, and 244Pu present in the bulk silicate Earth (BSE, equivalent to continental crust + mantle) today and 4.55 Ga ago, using the BSE model of McDonough.7 Assuming the BSE mass of 4.0 × 1024 kg, and CMB mass of approximately 2.0 × 1024 kg, the concentrations of U and Th in the CMB are calculable to be 80 and 320 ppb at present, respectively. When the isolated reservoir was formed, these values (corrected for nuclear decay) would have been 210 ppb Pb, 400 ppb Th and 0.8 ppb Pu. It should be noted that these concentrations depend inversely on the assumed mass of the CMB, which is not well constrained.

These concentrations are averages for the CMB as a whole. However, high-pressure experiments on putative mantle rocks, in combination with geophysical observations of the density structure of Earth’s interior, show that virtually all of Earth’s lower mantle (at depths > 660 km) consists of three main minerals: 65 vol% magnesium silicate perovskite [MgPv, nominal chemical composition (Mg,Fe)SiO3], 30 vol% ferropericlase (FP, nominal composition (Mg,Fe)O) and 5 vol% calcium silicate perovskite (CaPv, nominal composition CaSiO3).

Experimental studies have also quantified U and Th distribution between these phases at high pressures and temperatures.22 Although it is currently impossible to obtain distribution data at CMB conditions (i.e. pressures of approximately 125 GPa and temperatures of 2500–4000 K), experiments at 25 GPa and 2600 K indicate that U and Th concentrations in calcium silicate perovskite are 3–4 orders of magnitude greater than concentrations in co-existing MgPv.23 The recently discovered new high-pressure form of MgPv, named postperovskite,24 which may be stable in the CMB, is unlikely to influence this distribution. Ferropericlase in turn generally incorporates even lower concentrations of trace elements than MgPv.24 No experimental data on Pu distribution are available, but trends in distribution as a function of ionic radius indicate that Pu favours CaPv over the other lower mantle minerals by two orders of magnitude.

Combining this information and assuming that 5 vol% of the fully-mixed CMB consists of CaPv, we conclude that concentrations of U, Th and Pu in CaPv were 4.3 ppm, 7.9 ppm and 23 ppb, respectively, upon formation of the isolated reservoir. Domains with lower concentrations of CaPv and/or higher concentrations of U, Th, and Pu may have even greater concentrations of these fissile nuclei.

Concentration requirements for the initiation and operation of georeactors

In this section we consider the conditions required for initiation and progression of georeactors in the CMB 4.5 Ga ago. Fission of heavy nuclei such as thorium and uranium produces approximately 200 MeV (3.2 × 10–17 J) energy, and releases about three fast neutrons. Several nuclei fission spontaneously; the probability is very small compared with α-decay for nuclei such as 232Th, 235U, and 238U, but is significant for initiating georeactors. The initiation is dependent upon whether criticality conditions for a georeactor can be met, while sustainable conditions are related to the availability of sufficient reactants. Criticality is achieved if the neutron-multiplication factor k_{eff} exceeds unity.

Fission simulations by Ravnik and Jeraj25 show that a local concentration of U of 1 wt% is required to have initiated a georeactor 4.5 Ga ago, and that k_{eff} cannot exceed unity for Th/U ratios larger than 1.1. The availability of Pu has not been taken into account by their calculations that relate to probability of present-day reactors. The ratio between spontaneous fission (sf) and α-decay of 244Pu is a million times larger than for 238U. So, despite three orders of magnitude lower concentration than 238U, spontaneous fission of 244Pu, if present, will be a more important source of neutrons than spontaneous fission of 238U, by about three orders of magnitude.

Every neutron may start a chain reaction, but as long k_{eff} < 1, all chains will extinguish, and the reactor will remain subcritical. Nevertheless, under these conditions, fissile materials such as 235U, 239,240Pu are produced, and under the conditions described above, it is probable that a georeactor will become critical. This will first be at low power density, but with an increase in fuel production or concentration of the geological processes, the power density will increase.

Our calculations show that the presence of 244Pu in the early Earth plays a crucial role in raising k_{eff} to supercritical levels. In any mass or volume, the value of k is the difference between the number of neutrons released by fission events and the numbers lost due to absorption. Power production is directly related to the rate of production of neutrons, which in turn is related to the specific spontaneous fission rate of nuclei. The mass fractions of 235U and 238Pu were 0.24 and 0.76, respectively, at time = -4.5 Ga ago (see Table 1). For U, this amounts to a fission rate of 8.6 × 10–17 per atom per year, and 2.8 × 10–11 per atom per year for 238Pu. A concentration of 1 wt% U corresponds to 3.6 × 10–18 × N_A kg–1 yr–1, N_A being Avogadro’s number. Interestingly, the fission rate for 4.3 ppm U and 19 ppb Pu (estimated concentrations for CaPv in the CMB) amounts to 2.1 × 10–15 × N_A kg–1 yr–1, approximating the value required for criticality in an environment without Th. The presence of Th reduces the value of k_{eff} to 0.8 at a Th/U ratio of 1.8 in the absence of 244Pu.25 A local concentration factor for Pu in the

| Table 1. Masses and isotopic abundances of Th, U and Pu isotopes in the silicate Earth according to bulk silicate Earth (BSE). |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | 232Th | 235U | 238U | 239Pu |
| t_{1/2} (Ga)    | 14.05 | 0.70 | 4.47 | 0.08 |
| m (10^24 kg) (t = 0) | 3.15 | 5.87 × 10^1 | 0.80 | – |
| m (10^24 kg) (t = –4.5 Ga) | 3.94 | 0.52 | 1.62 | 1.2 × 10^2 |
| Isotopic abundance (t = 0), % | 100 | 0.73 | 99.27 | – |
| Isotopic abundance (t = –4.5 Ga), % | 100 | 24.3 | 75.7 | 100 |

(continued)
CMB of only an order of magnitude (compared to a homogeneous distribution of CaPv) is required to raise $k_{\text{eff}}$ sufficiently and initiate a georeactor. Seismic observations show that at present the CMB region is extensively heterogeneous, as assessed through seismic wave velocity measurements. Volumes exhibiting both higher-than-average and lower-than-average wave propagation speeds, with diameters as small as 30 km, are now resolvable. Although the precise nature of these heterogeneities remains unresolved, we propose that significant local concentration factors are currently plausible. The dynamics of the CMB 4.5 Ga ago are poorly explored. The higher rotation rate of Earth at that time, and higher interior temperatures, are likely to have facilitated local concentration of density heterogeneities to levels that exceed those currently observed, due to centrifugal forces and buoyancy effects associated with local heating.

Assuming that one or more georeactors were initiated in the CMB shortly after the formation of an isolated reservoir, we now consider the conditions that are required for a reactor to sustain operation. In the likely absence of large amounts of hydrogen in the CMB, neutrons produced by fission will be thermalized only gradually, and will have a mean free path on the order of a hundred metres. Apart from generating fission, they will be absorbed by the CMB materials. In addition, $^{238}$Pu decays through $\alpha$-particle emission to $^{234}$U. Although Th, in particular, may hamper the initiation of a georeactor, capture will eventually lead to an increase in fuel for a potential georeactor. The potential georeactor, after initiation, will sustain itself as a breeder reactor and will be self-perpetuating due to generation of its own fuel by the processes that have been described.

The question remains as to whether U and Th concentrations of 4.3 and 7.9 ppm in CaPv in the CMB are adequate for sustainable georeactors 4.5 Ga ago (note that the 19 ppm of $^{238}$Pu plays no role). One of the three neutrons produced in fission must lead to a new fission process to maintain a nuclear reaction, $k_{\text{eff}} \approx 1$; the two others are expected to be absorbed by the CMB materials. This leads to the following simplified relationship between the masses of fissionable, $m_r$, and non-fissionable material, $m_f$; $m_f = 0.5 \frac{\sigma \times \text{mol}}{\sigma \times \text{mol}}$, where $\sigma$ and $\sigma$ are the atomic cross sections for neutron absorption in the non-fissionable material and the cross section for fission, respectively, and mol and mol represent the average molecular weights. According to Rinard, the cross-section ratio at 1 MeV neutron energy is about 2000–3000, indicating that the homogeneously mixed CaPv and a homogeneous mixture of U and Th constitute concentrations that are a factor of twenty too low for the assumed mass of the CMB. Such an additional concentration factor is probable for a dynamic system such as the CMB. For example, concentration factors of several orders of magnitude could easily occur during local partial melting. In the case of CaPv, cyclic flow due to radiogenic heating, followed by cooling, could arise from the interaction of gravitational and thermal stabilities. In a functioning georeactor, such a mechanism could ‘clear’ the reactor of its less dense fission products.

A concentration factor of twenty is even necessary to prevent the total CMB becoming a georeactor. We point out that the concentration factors for initiation and sustained operation are independently comparable.

### Geochemical consequences of georeactors

Concluding that georeactors in the CMB are feasible, we consider some of their geochemical consequences. We limit ourselves to a first-order approximation, which implies (1) binary fission of $^{238}$Th, $^{235}$U and $^{238}$U is considered alone (no Pu fission is incorporated); (2) initial concentrations remain constant over the full period of activity; (3) thermal and fast fission contribute equally; (4) all three fuel nuclei have the same probability of fission; (5) the probabilities of production of the nuclides are taken from the code SCALE; (6) the fission products are assumed to mix homogeneously with the material in the CMB; (7) a fraction of the fission products (10 wt%) enters the overlying mantle and is homogeneously mixed by mantle convection.

We focus on the noble gases helium, krypton and xenon. Neon and argon are disregarded, as they are minimal products of binary fission. In addition, argon consists mainly of $^{40}$Ar, a decay product of $^{8}$He. We also present calculations for Se, Mo, Ru and Pd. These elements could be of interest in testing the georeactor hypothesis, because of their low abundance in the silicate Earth, combined with high probabilities for production of some of their isotopes by binary fission.

### Helium

The $^4$He/$^3$He atomic ratio in Earth’s atmosphere is $1.37 \times 10^{-6}$. $\alpha$-Particles are emitted during the radioactive decay series of uranium and thorium, becoming $^4$He atoms. Spontaneous fission of $^{235}$U and $^{238}$U generates $^3$H (tritium), which decays with a half-life of 12.3 yr to $^3$He. This conversion is assumed to take place instantaneously and with 100% efficiency. Table 2 presents the half-life for radioactive decay of the Th and U nuclides, the number of $\alpha$-particles produced in the decay, the half-life for spontaneous fission, the relative probability of fission in the decay, the probabilities per fission for the formation of $^3$H and $^4$He, and the expected $^3$He/$^4$He ratios. The $^3$He value in this ratio is the production probability via spontaneous fission only. For $^4$He, we use the sum of production in natural decay and in spontaneous fission. Examining the last column of Table 2, it is clear that the $^3$He/$^4$He ratio in the atmosphere cannot be accounted for solely by natural decay of U, Th and Pu, including spontaneous fission. A ratio of $6.6 \times 10^{-13}$ is obtained, when taking into account the decayed masses of the various nuclides.

The probabilities for thermal and fast fission are given in Table 3, together with the $^3$He/$^4$He ratios for pure fission. From comparison of the last columns in Tables 2 and 3, it is evident that fission in a georeactor, followed by transport of He to the atmosphere, will lead to a significant change in the atmospheric $^3$He/$^4$He ratio.

We estimate the $^3$He and $^4$He production in the CMB from radioactive decay and fission processes and assess $^4$He produc-
tion in the remaining mantle. The U and Th content is calculated for the remaining mantle from the concentration in the upper mantle according to the BSE model (0.0065 ppm U and 0.0173 ppm Th). No primordial concentrations of He are assumed to be present.

Table 4 presents the masses of Th and U 4.55 Ga ago and currently in the CMB and the remaining mantle, the changes in Th and U masses due to natural decay, and the resulting production of $^3$He for the two compartments. Pu does not play a significant role in this and following comparisons of isotopic ratios, due to its relatively small mass, and has therefore been omitted. The amounts of $^4$He produced by spontaneous fission can be neglected and have also been omitted. The values in the two last columns of Table 4 are given by:

$$m(\text{He}) = \frac{4}{A} N_m \Delta m.$$  \hfill (1)

In this equation the masses $m$ and $\Delta m$ are in kilograms, $N_m$ is the number of $\alpha$-particles produced in the decay-chain per nucleus and $A$ is the atomic number of the fission nucleus.

Assessing the products of a georeactor, we assume that the georeactor generates an energy of $7.1 \times 10^{20}$ J, equivalent to continuous operation at a power of 5 TW during the past 4.5 Ga. Since one fission event produces about 200 MeV or $3.2 \times 10^{11}$ J, one can calculate that at the U and Th composition 4.55 Ga ago, 8.2 $\times 10^{13}$ J was released by the fission of 1 kg of mixture. Thus, 8.6 $\times 10^{13}$ kg of mixture fissioned in the georeactor.

Assuming all helium, produced either by natural decay or by fission, remains inside the CMB, the combination of the data in Tables 4 and 5 gives an $^3$He/$^4$He atomic ratio of $3.14 \times 10^{-6}$. An atomic ratio of 1.28 $\times 10^{-6}$ is obtained if the $^3$He combines with all the $^4$He in the mantle and is distributed homogeneously. Higher ratios are obtainable by assuming inhomogeneities, a larger time-integrated power delivered by georeactors or a smaller U and Th content of the CMB.

Krypton and xenon

Fission in general will lead to a preferential population of neutron-rich isotopes of elements. An additional consequence of georeactors is observable in the isotope ratios of elements with a low abundance but a high probability of being formed by fission. We discuss krypton and xenon, which could play an essential role in testing a CMB-georeactor hypothesis. The probability of fission is obtained as the sum of the probabilities for all isotopes decaying to a particular isotope of an element, for each of these fission chains. For example, during formation of $^{81}$Kr, the sum extends over the production of the nuclei $^{81}$K, $^{81}$Br, $^{81}$Se, $^{81}$As, $^{81}$Ge and $^{81}$Ga, but for $^{80}$Kr only the production of $^{80}$Kr and $^{80}$Br contribute, because $^{80}$Se is stable.

We have to know the natural abundances of these two elements in various compartments of the Earth to be able to estimate the possible modifications in isotope ratios for Kr and Xe. The abundances for Kr and Xe are well-established as 1.14 ppm and 87 ppb by volume, respectively, in our atmosphere. We take the abundances in C-chondrites, according to Lodders,32 to estimate the abundances of these elements in the mantle and the CMB. Lodders32 states that these abundances could be altered due to outgassing. The uncertainty is particularly large for the lighter noble gases. The chondritic values of 5.22 $\times 10^{-11}$ and 1.74 $\times 10^{-10}$ for Kr and Xe, respectively, compared to the atmospheric concentrations, show evidence that outgassing of Kr is still relevant. We start from the chondritic value for xenon (i.e. assuming no significant outgassing for this heavy noble gas), and scale the abundance of krypton in proportion to the atmospheric ratio. This assumes implicitly that the outgassing of the meteorites at low temperatures over 4.55 Ga is of the same order of magnitude as the outgassing on Earth at high temperatures in the first 0.1 Ga. This gives a corrected Kr abundance of 2.28 $\times 10^{-7}$ in both the mantle and the CMB, leading to calculated masses of Kr in the CMB and the mantle of 5.4 $\times 10^{14}$ and 9.1 $\times 10^{15}$ kg, respectively. Moreover, we assume that the isotopic ratios in primordial Kr and Xe are identical to the present values in air.

Table 6 presents the mass of the various stable isotopes of krypton and the derived isotopic abundances. The ratios as present in our atmosphere have been listed in column 4. The remaining columns list data, as isotopic ratios, for a number of scenarios in which the fission product krypton is fully mixed with the CMB (column 5) and the mantle (column 6), as well as a 10% mixture of the fission products with the mantle (column 7). From Table 6 one can note that the isotopic abundances in the
fission products are strongly shifted towards the heavier isotopes. The effect is already strongly diminished in the CMB due to mixing with the naturally present Kr. This leads to a hardly noticeable effect in the case of full mixing with the mantle, and no noticeable effect, if the hidden reservoir is mixed only to an extent of 10 wt%, with the entire mantle.

A similar approach has been taken for xenon. From the chondritic abundance of 1.74 × 10^{–10}, we can estimate the mass of xenon in the CMB and mantle to be 4.14 × 10^{13} and 6.96 × 10^{14} kg, respectively. Data are presented in Table 7 in a similar way to Table 6. Comparison between rows 3 and 4 again shows a shift of the abundances towards the heavier isotopes. With Xe, the maximum occurs at the second-heaviest isotope (134Xe), in contrast to Kr, where the heaviest isotope is most abundantly produced. On the one hand, the production of xenon in fission is stronger than krypton production, and on the other hand, the natural elemental abundances for xenon are lower than for krypton. Fission products have a larger influence on the xenon isotopic ratios after mixture. Thus, the changes in isotopic composition of mantle-derived xenon gases are expected to be more obvious than for krypton. Another noticeable feature is the ‘trapping’ of fission products by stable Te isotopes (128Te and 130Te). This trapping boosts the relative abundance of 129Xe, relative to its neighbours.

Other elements
We discuss the elements Se, Mo, Ru and Pd, selected on the basis of their relatively low abundances (75, 50, 5 and 4 ppb, respectively) in the Earth’s silicate mantle, and their relatively large probability of formation through fission.

For Se, although the isotopic ratios in the fission products deviate significantly from natural ratios, the mass of selenium in the CMB is for each isotope about two orders of magnitude larger than the mass produced in fission. As a result, there are only minute changes (<0.1%) in the mixed CMB material.

The production cross sections in fission for Mo isotopes are considerably larger than for Se, so that one would expect a larger effect of georeactors on the mantle Mo isotopic composition. Again, fission favours production of heavier isotopes, but the difference with respect to the natural abundances is not as large as for Kr, Xe and Se. This feature significantly reduces the geochemical signal of a 5-TW georeactor in the CMB. Full mixing of the fission products with the entire mantle creates only small effects (<1%) and a 10 wt% mixing of the fission products with the mantle results in an even smaller effect (<0.1%).

Palladium (Pd) and ruthenium (Ru) are elements with a low abundance in the BSE (3.9 and 5.0 ppb, respectively). They are thus likely candidates for which the consequences of a possible georeactor in the CMB will be clearly detectable. For Ru, in contrast to the previously discussed elements, the highest fission yields are not obtained for the heaviest isotopes, but are similar to the natural ratios in the middle group. A consequence is that the differences between the isotopic abundances in the mixtures and in the BSE rapidly diminish on mixing with CMB or mantle material. The differences become <1% with a leak of 10 wt% of the fission products into a well-mixed mantle.

For Pd, the highest fission yield is obtained for 105Pd and 106Pd, being isotopes that also have a high natural abundance. A consequence is that the differences in abundance for the mixtures and for the BSE rapidly diminish on mixing with CMB or mantle material. Moreover, the fission yields are one to two orders of magnitude smaller than, for instance, Mo. The differences are insignificant (<0.1%) when mixing with the overlying mantle is included.

### Assessment of the noble gases

#### Helium

The measured abundance of 3He relative to 4He in terrestrial reservoirs is a stringent test for the georeactor hypothesis. Appendix I gives the observed He/He ratios in various terrestrial compartments, and attempts to identify the main sources for the two helium isotopes. The natural decay of U and Pu has a small branch of spontaneous fission, resulting in a fixed He/He ratio <10^{-6}; several orders of magnitude smaller than found anywhere on Earth. This apparent excess in He has been termed the helium paradox.

Primordial He, as a significant source for this ‘excess’, is
unlikely, because of the high temperatures in the early ages of the Earth, resulting in elements that are far less volatile than He (e.g. Na, K, and Cl) to be partially ejected from Earth’s mantle. Currently, He concentrations in wells and plumes can range over several orders of magnitude also arguing against thoroughly-mixed primordial He as a source. As detailed above, the persistent presence of a 5-TW georeactor in the CMB will lead to $^{4}\text{He}/^{3}\text{He}$ ratios of $3.14 \times 10^{-4}$ for a homogeneously mixed CMB, and $1.28 \times 10^{-4}$ for a thoroughly-mixed mantle. These estimates of $^{4}\text{He}/^{3}\text{He}$ ratios are based on an even distribution of the helium isotopes in the various compartments of the Earth’s mantle. Isolated georeactors would lead to an expected $^{4}\text{He}/^{3}\text{He}$ ratio of $0.5-1 \times 10^{-4}$ (Table 3). As georeactors are characteristically localized, a range of ratios between $1.28 \times 10^{-4}$ and $1 \times 10^{-4}$ would be expected for samples coming from the deep Earth. Observed values in deep wells and mantle plumes, in practice, range from 1–50 times the atmospheric value of $1.37 \times 10^{-6}$, easily within the range obtainable from localized georeactors. Georeactors thus provide a natural source of $^{4}\text{He}$, quantitatively resolving the He paradox.

Krypton and xenon

The Kr isotopic composition of mantle samples is typically identical to that of the atmosphere. Spontaneous fission of $^{238}\text{U}$ leads to minor production of $^{85}\text{Kr}$, but these fission products have not been detected in basalts, to date, because of the small yields in a mass region where Krypton nuclides are relatively abundant. Based on our calculations, no significant contributions from the atmospheric ratios would be expected in mantle material, in agreement with the data.

On the other hand, the xenon isotopic composition of samples from Earth’s mantle differs significantly from that of Earth’s atmosphere. Most notably, excesses in $^{129}\text{Xe}$ and $^{136}\text{Xe}$ in mantle rocks have been identified. Our current atmosphere has a $^{129}\text{Xe}^{130}\text{Xe}$ ratio of 6.48, and a $^{136}\text{Xe}^{130}\text{Xe}$ ratio of 2.17, but estimates for the current mantle source for mid-ocean ridge basalts show $^{129}\text{Xe}^{130}\text{Xe}$ of 8.2 and $^{136}\text{Xe}^{130}\text{Xe}$ of 2.7.

$^{129}\text{Xe}$ excesses have been interpreted as being derived from extinct radioactivity of $^{238}\text{U}$, while excesses in $^{136}\text{Xe}$ are supposedly derived from spontaneous fission of $^{239}\text{U}$ and $^{239}\text{Pu}$. It can be deduced from Table 7 that $^{129}\text{Xe}^{136}\text{Xe}$ and $^{129}\text{Xe}^{130}\text{Xe}$ ratios are 8.7 and 12.1 for a complete mixing of the fission products with the mantle, decreasing to 6.7 and 3.2 for a 10 vol% mixing of georeactor fission products in the mantle.

The latter is in close agreement with observation. Closer agreement is achievable by considering some of the assumptions in our first-order model. In particular, fast and thermal fission are assumed to contribute equally to the fission processes, and the Xe concentrations of the mantle are assumed to be equal to the concentrations found in chondritic meteorites, namely $1.74 \times 10^{-13}$. These assumptions have a significant impact on the predicted xenon isotopic ratios.

Our calculations show that the chondritic concentrations dominate by three orders of magnitude, due to trapping by $^{138}\text{Te}$, $^{136}\text{Xe}$ in the CMB. Considering $^{136}\text{Xe}$ in the CMB, the mass from fission is an order of magnitude larger than the chondritic mass, and the contributions from Th and U are 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. For $^{129}\text{Xe}$, the mass in the CMB due to fission is two orders of magnitude larger than the chondritic mass. But the contribution of U increases to one third. The contribution by fission to the $^{136}\text{Xe}$ isotope mass is only 3%, but for $^{129}\text{Xe}$, the contribution remains 30% for a mixture of 10% of the fission-produced Xe isotopes with those present in the mantle, in accordance with the chondritic abundances.

In summary, minor changes of the contributions could lead to exact agreement between predictions with regard to georeactor products and observed xenon isotopic ratios in the Earth’s mantle. We are aware that manipulations of this kind are controversial, in view of our crude, first-order approximation, nevertheless we conclude that the Xe isotopic composition resulting from the georeactor hypothesis is consistent with the Xe isotopic record of mantle samples.

Proposed test of the georeactor hypothesis

Our model assumes that regions of elevated concentrations of U and Th continue to be present within the CMB even today. Such locations produce heat by either natural decay or possibly through georeactors. Both with natural decay and during fission, antineutrinos will be produced, reaching the Earth’s surface without noticeable absorption. The two processes can be distinguished by the antineutrino energy spectrum. In the case of natural decay, the antineutrinos of U and Th have distinctly different energies of up to 3 MeV. In the case of fission, the antineutrinos will have a bell-shaped distribution ranging from 2 MeV up to 8 MeV, similar to the antineutrino emission from nuclear-power reactors.

The KamLAND collaboration presented the first evidence for antineutrinos (antineutrinos produced within the Earth) in July 2005. Development of direction-sensitive antineutrino detectors should provide a means for a critical test of our hypothesis. The first step in the development of this type of detector has recently been completed with success. Measurements with an array of these detectors could reveal whether elevated concentrations of U and Th are present in the CMB, and if so, could identify the process by which heat is produced.

Conclusions

Geochemical models for the Earth’s interior allow for concentration levels of U + Th in the mineral calcium silicate perovskite present in the CMB, of approximately 12 ppm 4.5 Ga ago, requiring an additional concentration factor of only about 20 to maintain a georeactor that is based on fast fission. A similar concentration factor is required to initiate the georeactor. The main source of neutrons under these conditions is $^{244}\text{Pu}$. This nuclide is estimated to be present in calcium perovskites at a concentration of 19 ppb. Sustainable georeactors with a power of 5 TW and natural abundances based on chondritic and/or BSE values can explain the observed deviations of the isotopic compositions of helium and xenon in the Earth’s mantle. For krypton, xenon, molybdenum, palladium and ruthenium, the absence of measured isotopic anomalies in mantle samples has also been accounted for. Our hypothesis is amenable to testing by direction-sensitive geoneutrino tomography.
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### Appendix 1. Earth's helium inventory

This appendix addresses the observed ³He/⁴He ratios in various components of the Earth and its atmosphere and proposes the main sources for these two helium isotopes.

#### Solar wind

The helium content of the solar wind has been measured by analysing metallic glass aliquots flown on the satellite Genesis, collecting data for 887 days. The results are a helium particle flux of $9.72 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ and a $³He/⁴He$ ratio of $(4.62 \pm 0.04) \times 10^{-8}$, corresponding to a flux of $59 \times 10^6$ kg yr$^{-1} ³He$ and about $900 \times 10^6$ kg yr$^{-1} ⁴He$ at the outer atmosphere. Only about $1\%$ enters the Earth's atmosphere due to the shielding by the geomagnetic field.

#### Atmosphere

The Earth's atmosphere has a mass of about $5.1 \times 10^{24}$ kg. The helium content is about $5.0 \times 10^{20}$ kg, corresponding to a mass of $3.71 \times 10^{24}$ kg $³He$ and $9.4 \times 10^{24}$ kg $⁴He$. The $³He/⁴He$ ratio reported is $1.37 \times 10^{-4}$, and $³He$ is the dominant isotope in the Earth's atmosphere. The system changes over time in the same way that the Earth's atmosphere is dominated by the extra-terrestrial influx and the $³He$ concentration in the atmosphere is dominated by the extra-terrestrial influx and the $³He$ concentration by the influx from the Earth's surface.

In a simple compartment model one can define removal rates of $³He$ and $⁴He$ at the values in Table A1 correspond to half-life times of ~1 and ~40 Myr, respectively. This difference is considerably larger than predicted from the mass difference between the two isotopes. In a similar way the increase can be expressed as a net rate of increase. Data in Table A1 indicate that the total mass of $³He$ is likely to increase at a faster rate than $⁴He$, and inaccuracies are too large to make a definitive statement.

It can be concluded from these data that, in the atmosphere, the $³He$ concentration is primarily determined by extra-terrestrial input and the $⁴He$ concentration by ejection from the continental and oceanic crusts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$³He$</th>
<th>$⁴He$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Escape (kg yr$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$3.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$³He$</td>
<td>$? 2.1 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** $³He$ = extra-terrestrial; $⁴He$ = ejection from terrestrial surface.
and sediments. The atmosphere’s 3He/4He ratio is therefore not a consequence of 3He in the Earth’s interior.

The continental and oceanic crusts
For the assessment of the helium inventory of the Earth’s interior, we consider subdivision into upper and lower mantle, and adapt best estimates for the U and Th contents using recent bulk silicate Earth (BSE) models. We add the CMB to the usual division, and assume that half of the U and Th in the lower mantle is concentrated in the CMB, in approximate agreement with Tolstikhin et al.\textsuperscript{17} It gives approximately similar values for U and Th concentrations in the upper and lower mantle.

In addition to the volumes of the upper and lower mantle, Table A2 gives the mass of thorium, as well as of the two uranium isotopes. The production rate of 4He in the various compartments follows predictably from the half-life time, and that each decaying 238U atom gives 8 atoms of 4He, and both 235U and 232Th generate 6 4He atoms each. It can be concluded from the 4He value in the crust, within accuracy, that this number does not differ significantly from the 4He ejection rate at the Earth’s surface of 2 × 10\textsuperscript{6} kg yr\textsuperscript{–1}. We conclude that the crust may be considered as a closed system for 4He. Consequently, we can consider transport of helium from the deeper Earth to the crust to be insignificant.

The mantle and the CMB
Without significant transport from the mantle to the crust, 4He will build up over time, due to natural decay of U and Th. The amount is calculated from the present U and Th content, using the radioactive decay constants to derive the amount of each of the uranium isotopes that have decayed in the last 4.5 Gy. The total amount of the 4He isotopes can be calculated using the number of 4He atoms produced in each of the decay chains.

Table A3 lists the mass of U isotopes and Th that has decayed over the last 4.5 Ga. The decay of 238U makes the largest contribution to the 4He production, but despite the small abundance of 235U at present, this uranium isotope makes a larger contribution than 232Th.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compartment</th>
<th>238U (kg)</th>
<th>235U (kg)</th>
<th>232Th (kg)</th>
<th>4He (kg yr\textsuperscript{–1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crust</td>
<td>3.5 × 10\textsuperscript{16}</td>
<td>2.6 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>1.4 × 10\textsuperscript{17}</td>
<td>1.5 × 10\textsuperscript{6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper mantle</td>
<td>6.2 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>4.5 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>1.7 × 10\textsuperscript{18}</td>
<td>2.2 × 10\textsuperscript{6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower mantle</td>
<td>1.9 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>1.4 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>7.7 × 10\textsuperscript{18}</td>
<td>8.0 × 10\textsuperscript{6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMB</td>
<td>1.9 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>1.4 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>7.7 × 10\textsuperscript{18}</td>
<td>8.0 × 10\textsuperscript{6}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compartment</th>
<th>Δ238U (kg)</th>
<th>Δ235U (kg)</th>
<th>Δ232Th (kg)</th>
<th>4He (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper mantle</td>
<td>6.3 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>4.0 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>4.2 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>1.7 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower mantle</td>
<td>2.0 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>1.2 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>1.9 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>6.0 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMB</td>
<td>2.0 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>1.2 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>1.9 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
<td>6.0 × 10\textsuperscript{15}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>